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Presentation Outline

- Type of founded projects
- From the “proposal” to a “running project”
  - Preparation of the Proposal
  - Negotiation Phase
  - Start of the project - Signed Agreement
Preparation of a Proposal

Starting Point

- the idea
  scope / objectives

- type of project
  development
  validation/deployment

- Who could do that?
  establish your consortium

- bring it to paper
  scope, objectives;
  workplan, financial aspects
  responsibilities, roles & rules, processes
  ...
Preparation of a Proposal

Starting Point

- **the idea**
  - scope / objectives

- **type of project**
  - development
  - validation/deployment

- **Who could do that?**
  - establish your consortium

- **bring it to paper**
  - scope, objectives:
  - workplan, financial aspects:
  - responsibilities, roles & rules, processes:
  - templates / guidelines provided by EC
Preparation of a Proposal

Starting Point

- the idea
  scope / objectives

- type of project
  development
  demonstration/deployment

- Who could do that?
  establish your consortium

---

Preparation of a Proposal

- templates / guidelines provided by EC
- responsibilities, processes, etc.

---
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Who has the right / needed skills?

The CONSORTIUM

“Partners”

Contractor

Co-ordinator

Subcontractor

Member

...
... next steps ...

**Submission of the PROPOSAL**

- “approved” by EC

**NEGOTIATION PHASE**

- Preparation of Grant Agreement
- Call for Negotiation Meeting
- Evaluator’s comments
- Final Grant Agreement

**Start the Project**
What have we done?

- submitted proposal under the IST program
- development of a prototype

How good is this system?

- submitted proposal under the eTEN program
MobiHealth
ambulatory vital signs monitoring system

- Patient(s)
- m-Health Call-centre
- Care Professional(s)
- BAN (Body Area Network)
- M-Health portal
- vital signs data
- Internet
- IntraNet
- GPRS / UMTS / WiFi
- patient data
- PC
- MobiHealth
- HealthService24
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MobiHealth – HealthService24

- Prototype
THANK YOU